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A brief overview of the activities of the last few months—

1. The time of the graduate student committee has been almost completely consumed by planning of the LTER Graduate Student Collaborative Research Symposium which will be held April 13-17 at HJ Andrews in Oregon.

We have 60 graduate student participants (including 12 ILTER student participants), 5 workshop leaders, and two plenary speakers. Graduate students will lead at least 6 collaborative research workshops.

Please contact troxler@fiu.edu if we can provide any additional details.

2. We have planned a joint ESA student section-LTER graduate student “Lunch Chat”, similar to the format we had at the last ASM. We have about 20 LTER and ESA participants that will join us for informal chats with students of the ESA meeting in Montreal in August.

3. TTG submitted a “year in review” article for the LTER Newsletter.
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